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Abstract
Internal porosity of metallic parts manufactured by laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is governed by
processing parameters including laser power, scanning speed, scan spacing and layer thickness. To fully
understand the influence of processing parameters it is important to categorise the shape of process defects
(pores) in 3D beyond the degree of sphericity alone. In the present paper, AlSi10Mg samples were
manufactured using 30 unique LPBF parameter combinations and analysed using high resolution X-ray
micro computed tomography (XμCT). The shapes of individual pores are classified and studied using an
approach based on the similarity of 3D pore descriptors with simplified artificial objects. Porosity within
high as-fabricated densification builds can be reduced to virtually negligible by hot isostatic pressing
(HIPping), which was found to fully or partially close (flatten) pores. Subsequent T6 treatment causes pores
to reopen and resemble their original shape. The effects of treatment are sensitive to pore size.

1. Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) affords the ability to produce complex final-shape components directly from
raw material powder, thereby eliminating the need for subtractive manufacturing stages such as machining of
cast stock. The advent of widespread AM production has the potential to drastically streamline metallic part
manufacturing by decreases in: steps from raw material to final part; material wastage; environmental burden
and CO2 footprint; and manufacturing costs, with a focus on low volume production and customer flexibility.
Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), also broadly referred to as ‘selective laser melting (SLM)’, is an
AM process involving layer by layer melting of deposited metallic powder by computer-controlled laser to
build a desired component. Densification of the final part is governed by feedstock (powdered) material
properties, LPBF processing parameters (i.e. laser power, scanning speed etc.) and scan strategy. Aluminium
alloys including traditionally cast AlSi10Mg used extensively for lightweight aerospace and automotive
components are widely considered as LPBF candidates. However, effective laser processing of aluminium
can be especially challenging due to susceptibility to oxidation, high reflectivity (necessitating high laser
powers for melting) and high thermal conductivity causing rapid dissipation of heat away from the scanned
area [1]. At present, AlSi10Mg components produced by LPBF have largely been limited to non-critical
applications due to a lack of understanding of mechanical behaviour and microstructural quality.
Existing research has focused extensively on optimising LPBF processing parameters, powder
properties and scanning strategies for producing high densification AlSi10Mg parts and enhancing
mechanical performance by conventional aluminium heat treatments. In general, the majority of studies have
been limited to the use of optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to evaluate
microstructure and ascertain free-surface porosity volume in 2D [2-12]. However, this does not provide
information on the subsurface where pore morphology may differ, particularly when one considers there are
practical limits to the amount of internal slices that can be exposed, polished and scanned per specimen. A
clear trend in the use of X-ray micro computed tomography (XμCT) as a robust non-destructive means of
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examining and quantifying 3D pore characteristics, including size, shape, frequency and location, is evident
in the latest state-of-the-art [13-19]. XμCT offers two main advantages over conventional cross-sectioning
and imaging techniques [15]: (i) the specimen is not subjected to grinding and polishing that may alter pore
morphology on the free-surface; (ii) a fully invasive 3D image of the material is generated instead of a
limited number of 2D cross-sections, revealing significantly more and drastically reducing manual
requirements. In reality, the relatively large size of full-scale functional LPBF-fabricated parts will severely
limit the highest possible resolution of XμCT for given limited scanning time and pores of significant size
will unavoidably be missed. Therefore, analysing the porous structure of small-scale specimens is an
important step in understanding LPBF processing of AlSi10Mg, albeit one must exercise caution when
interpreting small-scale knowledge for eventual full-scale applications.
In XμCT analysis of LPBF-fabricated parts the size of individual pores has most often been
measured using equivalent diameter, that is, the diameter of a sphere of volume equivalent to the pore (Vpore)
determined using 3D image thresholding software, expressed as:
√

.

(1)

Pore shape is frequently classified using the basic geometric equation for sphericity i.e. the ratio of surface
area of an equivalent volume sphere to surface area of the pore (Apore):
,

(2)

where Ψ = 1.0 corresponds to a perfect sphere and low Ψ to non-spherical (irregular) shape. The degree of
sphericity has been widely used as a means of classifying defect type and identifying formation mechanisms
in LPBF-fabricated parts. Spherical pores are indicative of residual gases in the powder, or gases that
become trapped due to melt flow turbulence when processing with excessive laser energy or high scanning
speeds, and are typically isolated within solidified melt pools [3,4,17,20]. High energy may also cause
localised vaporisation leading to the formation of spherical pores deep in solidified pools [4,5]. This is
known as keyhole porosity, which can manifest as larger spherical or irregular shapes with keyhole
instability (rapid solidification with incomplete filling of gaps) [2-5]. Irregular pores are most commonly
attributed to the lack of fusion between adjacent layers or partially melted powder particles when applying
insufficient energy [4,20]. Failure to effectively disrupt oxide films that are present in the powder and
prevent consolidation is also a known mechanism for irregular defect formation in low energy processing of
Al alloys [1,5,8,16,17,21]. Oxide film defects can be introduced by overheating with high energy or by melt
pool instability (e.g. driven by Marangoni force and recoil pressure [22]) at high scanning speeds.
Whilst sphericity combined with location can be used to distinguish between gas-type pores and
other specific defect mechanisms, it cannot be used to adequately quantify the 3D shape of highly irregular
pores alone or when used in conjunction with a single longest-to-shortest dimension aspect ratio. For
example, features exhibiting low sphericity may be relatively equidimensional or conversely elongated along
one or two measures in 3D, e.g. long and axisymmetric or flat and plate-like. Different physical pore shapes
may influence macroscopic mechanical properties and part performance to differing extents and as such, to
further understand the influence of key processing parameters and heat treatments it is necessary to adopt
novel approaches for classifying pore shape beyond the degree of roundness.
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In the present paper, AlSi10Mg samples were manufactured using 30 unique combinations of LPBF
processing parameters yielding a range of very low to high densifications. Internal porosity was analysed by
XμCT scanning with resolution superior to the majority of preceding AlSi10Mg studies as per the authors’
best knowledge. The influence of key processing parameters on pore shape was investigated using an
approach to categorise individual pores based on similarity of 3D pore descriptors to simplified geometric
objects. Several samples were subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIPping) followed by T6 (solutionising
and artificial ageing) and rescanned after each stage to evaluate changes to porosity.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Laser Processing and Heat Treatment Parameters
AlSi10Mg samples were fabricated using a Concept Laser M2 Cusing LPBF system. Composition of the
alloy powder (size range 15-53μm) supplied by LPW Technology is given in Table 1. The powder has a
reasonable flowability and Hausner ratio for LPBF despite non-spherical morphology and is similar to the
powder used by Read et al. [5]. Samples were built in an argon environment with oxygen content controlled
down to 100ppm. A total of 34 12mm-long cylindrical samples with 3.5mm diameter were manufactured
covering 30 combinations of laser power (150, 250, 350W), scanning speed (500, 1500, 2500mm/s), scan
spacing (45, 75, 105μm) and layer thickness (30, 60μm). These four processing parameters are the most
influential on densification, microstructure and mechanical properties [21,23]. In this study, parameters and
conditions kept constant, such as sample size and geometry, platform conditions, build direction and
scanning strategy, were not varied as parameters for investigation purely due to a limited number of samples
and XμCT time, however the approach outlined in this paper could equally be used to study their respective
influence on porosity. Samples were built vertically along the cylindrical axis (Z direction) and scanned with
150μm laser track width by a raster strategy in the transverse XY plane. Two sets of three samples were
produced using identical parameters to validate manufacturing and post-processing repeatability. Sample
parameters are summarised in Appendix A. Based on the parameters chosen for investigation in this work,
the volumetric energy density (VED) function (J/mm3) is a simple indicator of how much energy is delivered
to the material, expressed as:
,

(3)

where P, v, h and t are laser power (W), scanning speed (mm/s), scan spacing (mm) and layer thickness
(mm) respectively.
Table 1. AlSi10Mg composition (Wt. %)
Al
Bal.

Si
9.92

Mg
0.291

Fe
0.137

Ni
0.04

Zn
0.01

Ti
0.006

Mn
0.004

Pb
0.004

Sn
0.003

Six samples were subjected to HIPping and T6 procedures in accordance with the standard
AlSi10Mg material as outlined in Table 2. The time between T6 heating stages was <1hr. Samples were
selected for treatment based on the as-built results presented later in Section 3.1.
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Table 2. Heat treatment parameters
HIPping
2hrs @ 500°C / 100MPa
5°C/min heating/cooling

T6
5hrs @ 530°C
Water quench
8hrs @ 160°C
Air cooling

2.2. Post-processing
2.2.1. X-ray Micro Computed Tomography
XμCT was conducted using the ZEISS VersaXRM-410, which has a minimum spatial resolution of 0.9μm,
minimum voxel size of 0.1μm, maximum power output of 10W and maximum voltage of 150kV, and can be
fitted with a micro tension/compression test rig for in-situ XμCT scanning at incremental stages of loading
(e.g. see [24,25]). Samples were scanned using 80kV X-ray beam energy and 10W power. A magnification
of 4X was used to achieve 1024 X 1024 pixel (px) resolution with 2.96μm pixel size and 3mm3 field of view.
Exposure time was set at 6s, giving intensity values >5000 for optimal signal-to-noise ratio. Sets of 3200
projections were captured over 360° sample rotation. Xradia XMReconstructor software was used to
reconstruct 2D radiographs into 3D and beam hardening and centre shift artefacts were removed. To the
authors’ best knowledge the XμCT specifications outlined here are superior to the majority of preceding
studies on AlSi10Mg (e.g. 16μm [13]; 3.58μm [15]; 12.1μm [17]; 4.7μm [19] pixel sizes achieved
previously) particularly given the large sample set (34 total) and trade-off between image quality and
scanning time.
2.2.2. Optical Microscopy
Some inherent uncertainty associated with the method and implementation of XμCT post-processing can be
expected. Therefore, seven random samples were scanned in as-built condition using OM as a means of
validating repeatability using an entirely separate method. Samples were cut through the centre leaving two
separate sections (400μm blade thickness) and mounted in resin for mechanical polishing: five minutes with
a P220 resin bonded diamond disc; ten minutes with 9μm diamond suspension; 45 minutes with 0.04μm
colloidal silica suspension. Polishing was carried out at 150rpm. Sectioned surfaces were scanned using
Alicona InfiniteFocus G4 (20X objective) and Thorlabs’ Cerna (10X objective) microscopes and porosities
were averaged from the two. InfiniteFocus and Cerna pixel sizes were 0.44 and 0.55μm respectively.
2.2.3. Segmentation Analysis
The software Avizo 9 was used to evaluate porosity volume and individual pore size/shape characteristics by
thresholding of XμCT images. A discrete 600px cubic sub-volume was analysed within each sample image
at identical middle location to avoid edge effects and ensure consistent comparison between samples. A nonlocal means filter was applied and features smaller than 1px were neglected. The built-in thresholding tool
available within the segmentation editor was employed. As with any analysis based on a region of interest,
results are sensitive to size and location of the region to some extent. To assess repeatability a second XμCT
porosity volume was obtained using a smaller 500px sub-volume at random locations within the seven
samples also checked by OM. Porosity of OM images was analysed using the default thresholding method
on the software ImageJ. Analysis was performed on a central square equivalent to the 600 X 600px XμCT
section and features smaller than 1px were neglected.
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2.2.4. Pore Shape Classification
The sphericity ratio has been the most commonly used means of quantifying individual pore shape within
LPBF-fabricated AlSi10Mg and attributing formation mechanism in studies utilising XμCT (e.g. [17-19]). In
this study, pores analysed by XμCT are classified in 3D using an approach based on simplified artificial
objects as employed elsewhere for alternative porous media [26-28]. To quantify shape we firstly acquire
three pore descriptors, L, l and S, where L is the longest pore dimension, l is the longest dimension
perpendicular to L and S is the smaller dimension perpendicular to both L and l. The descriptors are
determined by two methods. In the bounding box (BB) method, pore dimensions are taken along global axes
X, Y and Z, i.e. the pore is bounded by the 3D space defined by Dx, Dy and Dz, where the descriptors L, l and
S are the largest, middle and smallest of the three respectively. In the Feret caliper (FC) method, a maximum
length (L), corresponding minimum width (S) in the same plane and maximum diameter perpendicular to S
(l) are determined for a number of orientations. Here, measurements for each pore were taken in 100
directions on Avizo to determine maximum Feret length and minimum width. Figure 1 shows the 3D
dimensions used to describe a pore using BB and FC methods.

Figure 1. Descriptors used in bounding box and Feret caliper methods, where L, l and S correspond
respectively to the largest, middle and smallest bounding box dimensions (Dy, Dx, Dz as shown) or Feret
diameters (Dmax, Dmed, Dmin)
Using S/l and l/L ratios, pores are classified according to the closeness of their 3D space to
simplified geometric objects as per Figure 2: rod-like (class 1), blade-like (2), cuboid-like (3), plate-like (4)
and cube-like (5). In general, the most accurate description of shape is achieved using the FC method given
that features are unlikely to be orientated ideally within global coordinates. For the case of a cylindrical part
built vertically along the main axis, the alignment of the boxing dimensions with global axes in the BB
method allows a simple evaluation of whether a non-equidimensional feature is orientated towards the
vertical (build) direction or horizontal scanning plane. This can be performed using an aspect ratio to
distinguish features that are clearly elongated towards a particular direction.
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Figure 2. Pore shape classification based on dimensional descriptors. Adapted from [26,27]

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. As-built Sample Results
Results of the Avizo thresholding of as-built samples are given in Appendix B. Samples processed using
identical parameters match reasonably closely. A maximum densification of 99.78% was achieved. The
lowest was 68.64%. Figure 3 shows porosity within the highest and lowest samples (3D rendered pores are
displayed in random colours to distinguish individual features). Pores within samples of <95% densification,
produced using lowest power (150W) and low VED (<45J/mm3), were interconnected throughout the subvolume. Whilst in reality some separation of the porosity network may occur below the 2.96μm pixel size
resolution, no attempt to manually separate pores was made to avoid misinterpretation of results (splitting a
pore that exists as a single feature in reality). A comparison between porosities obtained using different
XμCT sub-volumes and OM for seven random samples is given in Table 3. The largest difference in
porosities when comparing XμCT sub-volumes is 0.56%. The largest difference between XμCT and OM was
2.20% for the most porous sample, with remaining differences being around 1% or less. This demonstrates
reasonable consistency between methods when considering OM is particularly sensitive to slice location.
Figure 4 shows a 2D XμCT radiograph and OM image for a sample.

Figure 3. XμCT radiographs and 3D sub-volume renderings of samples with highest (top) and lowest
(bottom) as-built densifications
6

Table 3. Comparison of XμCT and OM as-built porosities
Sample P-v-h-t
(W-mm/s-μm-μm)
250-500-75-60
250-2500-75-60
250-1500-45-60
150-500-45-60
250-1500-105-60
250-1500-105-30
350-500-45-60

XμCT Porosity (%)
600px cube
500px cube
4.16
3.45
1.24
1.13
1.10
0.72
0.71

4.72
3.80
1.10
1.51
1.41
0.69
0.56

OM Porosity (%)
InfiniteFocus
Cerna
2.85
2.76
1.21
0.63
2.00
0.49
0.40

2.52
2.92
1.23
0.71
2.11
0.51
0.68

Max. absolute
difference between
methods (%)
2.20
1.04
0.14
0.88
1.01
0.23
0.31

Figure 4. XμCT (a) and InfiniteFocus OM (b) images (at different locations): (P=250W, v=1500mm/s,
h=105μm, t=30μm)
Laser energy density vs. as-built densification is shown in Figure 5 for all samples. Insufficient heat
input leads to lack of layer fusion and failure to break down oxide films that exist in the powder and inhibit
consolidation. At high scanning speeds, porosity is generated by melt flow instability and all combinations of
lowest power (150W) with highest speed (2500mm/s) produced densification <95%. All samples processed
using 250 and 350W powers exhibited densification greater than 95%, as did 150W samples above 48J/mm3.
The optimum densification (99.78%) was achieved using 222J/mm3 with P=150W, v=500mm/s, h=45μm
and t=30μm, i.e. the lowest power, slowest speed and smallest spacing and thickness. The same combination
but with 350W power produced a lower densification of 98.96%, attributed to overheating causing
evaporation and oxidation. We note the miniscule difference between the highest and second highest results
(99.78 and 99.77%) is well within the realms of post-processing error, with the latter achieved using only
95J/mm3. Table 4 compares some energy densities and corresponding densifications reported for
AlSi10Mg/Al-Si alloys from the literature, where different processing parameters and scanning strategies
were employed. A VED of 222J/mm3 is substantially greater than reported values for achieving high
densification, while 95J/mm3 is more in line with previous studies. In practical terms, there is no direct
correlation that can be used to optimise the LPBF build in terms of densification as porosity is sensitive to
melt pool behaviour governed by processing parameters and powder absorptivity will vary depending on
heat input [30]. Moreover, in Table 4 we see how Tradowsky et al. [16] and Larrosa et al. [17] obtained
relatively low densification when processing according to parameters optimised in [5] for different powder
morphology. Two other samples processed here using 222J/mm3 but different parameter combinations
exhibited low densifications of 96.61 and 96.74% (see Appendix B), further highlighting the importance of
treating energy density as a ‘rule-of-thumb’.
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Table 4. Comparison of laser energy densities and densifications in AlSi10Mg/Al-Si alloys processed using
various parameters and scanning strategies
Study
Present work
Wang et al. [29]
Aboulkhair et al. [3]
Cai et al. [13]
Olakanmi [21]
Read et al. [5]
Tradowsky et al. [16]
Larrosa et al. [17]
Thijs et al. [2]

VED (J/mm3)
222 (95)
131
100*
93.33
60-75
60
58.37*
58.37*
45*

Densification (%)
99.78 (99.77)
99.75+
99.82
99.31+
98.3+
98.0+
99.4

* – VED calculated using Equation (3) based on reported parameters
+
– Densification inverted from reported minimum porosity

Figure 5. Laser energy density vs. as-built densification showing key processing parameters (figure available
in colour online)
3.2. As-built Pore Shape Analysis
To better understand the influence of laser energy density on porosity we consider pore shape. Pore size is
categorised according to Table 5. The relationship between energy density and average sphericity for small,
medium and large pores, excluding samples containing interconnected porosity, is shown in Figure 6. Very
small pores are not considered as an accurate sphericity for features approaching 1px cannot be determined
using Avizo (Ψ>1.0). However, we observe that decreasing size is generally accompanied by increasing
average sphericity. In samples processed using 250 and 350W laser powers the average sphericity increases
to near 1.0 above a threshold occurring between 26-37J/mm3. This increase is significant for medium and
large sizes (deq>100μm) as the dominant defect type is seen to switch from lack of fusion defects to gas
porosity above the threshold. Above 222J/mm3 there appears to be a slight decrease in sphericity that
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suggests melt pool overheating and keyhole instability by excessive energy input. By comparison, pores
within samples processed by 150W exhibit significantly lower average sphericity and sphericity does not
vary appreciably with energy density. In other words, low power results in lack of fusion and this does not
change when raising the energy density by lowering scanning speed and/or reducing spacing/thickness.
Figure 7 shows examples of a spherical gas pore and irregular fusion defect. The samples were processed
using comparable VED but high and low powers.
Table 5. Pore size categorisation
Category
Very small
Small
Medium
Large

Equivalent diameter (μm)
<50
50-100
100-150
>150

Figure 6. Laser energy density vs. average sphericity for small, medium and large pores (figure available in
colour online)

Figure 7. Examples of spherical gas pore and irregular fusion defect
Example pore classification diagrams based on FC and BB descriptors for samples with high and
low average pore sphericities are shown in Figure 8. In addition to the basic distribution, a second BB chart
is plotted showing pores that are bound with aspect ratio ≥1.5 in either the horizontal scanning plane (XY) or
vertical build direction (Z). A factor of 1.5 is chosen to avoid labelling near equidimensional pores as
directionally biased. In Figure 8a, the FC and BB methods agree relatively well for small and medium pores
in and around class 5. With predominantly spherical pores there is little directional bias; 5% of small pores
are horizontally orientated by factor ≥1.5 and <1% (a single pore) is vertically orientated. There is greater
discrepancy between methods for the sample containing highly irregular pores shown in Figure 8b. Using the
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FC method, which accounts for orientation in determining 3D descriptors, pores are clustered at the
intersections between classes 2-5 (blade, cuboid, plate and cube respectively). Conversely, pores are more
widely spread across the same classes in the BB distribution. We observe from the BB analysis that large
proportions of all pore sizes are significantly elongated in the horizontal plane, orthogonal to the build
direction and parallel to the laser scanning. Formation of irregular lack of fusion defects with long axis lying
perpendicular to the building direction is typically expected with low energy processing [16-19]. Here, we
see these defects occupy blade-, cuboid-, plate- and (flattened) cube-like 3D spaces based on the FC
descriptors.

Figure 8. Pore FC and BB classifications for as-built samples with high and low average sphericities (figure
available in colour online): P=250W, v=1500mm/s, h=75μm, t=30μm (a); P=150W, v=500mm/s, h=105μm,
t=60μm (b). Directionality in the BB method classified by horizontal (H) or vertical (V) aspect ratio ≥1.5
The FC class frequencies of small, medium and large pores within sample sub-volumes in as-built
condition, excluding samples with interconnected porosity, are given in Figures 9-11. The majority of small
pores are class 3 (cuboid-like) followed by class 4 (plate-like) in all samples processed using 150W. At
higher scanning speed there is a rise in pore quantity and we recall that samples containing interconnected
porosity, omitted from Figures 9-11, were processed using 150W namely in conjunction with high speeds.
There is an increase in the proportion of class 5 with increasing pore size, although as seen earlier the
sphericity becomes especially low. Therefore, all energy densities comprising 150W power used here
produced samples containing either extreme interconnected porosity or less-severe porosity volumes
comprised primarily of isolated cuboid- and plate-like small pores with larger irregular pores being
proportionally more equidimensional, i.e. occupying a relatively cubic 3D space. On the other hand, small
pores in all samples processed using 250 and 350W powers are predominantly class 5 and mainly spherical
gas pores, as shown previously. For medium and large sizes there is an increase in the proportion of nonequidimensional pores. Again, there is a higher count of class 3 than class 4, meaning non-equidimensional
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pores are more commonly elongated in one of three dimensions than two of three overall for the parameter
range studied here.

Figure 9. Small pore FC class frequencies in as-built samples. Sample designation: P; t (figure available in
colour online)
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Figure 10. Medium pore FC class frequencies in as-built samples. Sample designation: P; t (figure available
in colour online)

Figure 11. Large pore FC class frequencies in as-built samples. Sample designation: P; v; t (figure available
in colour online)
Figures 12-14 show the relative frequencies of pores with horizontal and vertical BB orientations
within non-interconnected porosity samples containing at least five individual pores of each size. An aspect
ratio ≥1.5 is again chosen to distinguish clearly elongated pores. Significantly more pores are elongated
horizontally in the scanning plane than vertically in the build direction. All parameter combinations with
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150W power yielded a high proportion of horizontal pores; the lowest relative frequencies for small, medium
and large are 57.1, 67.9 and 50.0% respectively. From the FC analysis, we know that the majority of these
are long and narrow as opposed to long and wide. It must be reiterated that the BB approach is inherently
binary in that the only distinguished directions are vertical (in the build direction) or transverse and therefore
pore axes do not necessarily align perfectly with the vertical axis or horizontal plane. In general, relative
frequency does not change drastically with pore size for 150W and there is no clear correlation between
energy density and the frequency of highly directional pores.
For 250W, the highest horizontal relative frequencies for all pore sizes are observed in two samples
processed using very low VED (≤26J/mm3) and proportionality increases with size. For example, processing
with 22J/mm3 (P=250W, v=2500mm/s, h=75μm, t=60μm) resulted in 25.9, 50.0 and 90.5% of small,
medium and large pores being orientated in the scanning plane respectively. For 350W, the highest
proportions of all sizes were observed in the sample processed using similarly low VED (22J/mm3) although
the increase in relative frequency with size is less drastic and pores are less frequently elongated. Low
relative frequencies were produced by all 250 and 350W parameter combinations yielding VED ≥37J/mm3
(maximum 10.2, 30.0 and 30.0% for small, medium and large respectively). At 37J/mm3 and above there is
no clear trend between energy and pore directionality for 250 and 350W samples. Small, medium and large
vertically orientated pores are most evident in samples processed using 250 and 350W and exceptionally
large VED (519J/mm3), indicating keyhole instability, or high speed, particularly in conjunction with large
spacing and thickness (melt pool turbulence with minimal overlap).

Figure 12. Relative frequency of horizontal and vertical small pores with BB aspect ratio ≥1.5 (figure
available in colour online). Sample designation: P-v-h-t (W-mm/s-μm-μm)
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Figure 13. Relative frequency of horizontal and vertical medium pores with BB aspect ratio ≥1.5 (figure
available in colour online). Sample designation: P-v-h-t (W-mm/s-μm-μm)

Figure 14. Relative frequency of horizontal and vertical large pores with BB aspect ratio ≥1.5 (figure
available in colour online). Sample designation: P-v-h-t (W-mm/s-μm-μm)
3.3. Effects of Heat Treatment
Based on the as-built study the two highest and two lowest densification samples were subjected to HIPping
followed by T6, along with a further two samples processed using identical parameters to assess
repeatability. A summary of Avizo thresholding results for treated samples is given in Appendix B.
Densifications of samples in different states are shown in Figure 15. The morphology of interconnected
porosity within low as-built densification samples did not change appreciably with treatment, as can be seen
for the most porous sample in Figure 16. However, HIPping collapsed pores isolated within consolidated
regions manifesting in a sizeable reduction in the quantity of detected pores greater than 1px. Pores were
reopened by T6 although not to the as-built extent. Pore closure and reopening appears inconsistent with a
drop in HIPped densification measured for the lowest densification sample. It is possible the drop is
associated with thresholding error or imprecision when rescanning the sample and matching features to
relocate the sub-volume, which is especially difficult for highly porous bodies. In any case, treatment was
ineffective at closing interconnected porosity within very low densification samples (Figure 16). Porosity in
samples exhibiting high as-built densification was reduced to virtually negligible by HIPping, which was
14

also observed by Tradowsky et al. [16] and Larrosa et al. [17] for less optimal builds (<98.5% densification).
Porosity then increases with T6 but remains below the as-built level.

Figure 15. Densification of low and high as-built samples in different states (figure available in colour
online)

Figure 16. XμCT radiographs (P=150W, v=2500mm/s, h=105μm, t=60μm) showing no change in
interconnected porosity with treatment: as-built (a); HIPped (b); HIPped + T6’d (c)
Classification diagrams based on the FC method are shown in Figure 17 for high densification
samples in different states. Very small pores that exhibit Ψ<1.0 are included simply to demonstrate that
porosity remains following treatment, although we note that measurements approaching 1px on Avizo are
inherently unreliable. In Figure 17a and b showing samples processed using identical parameters, pores with
deq>50μm are collapsed by HIPping and remain closed post-T6 with the exception of a single small pore that
remains after both stages (Figure 17b). The majority of collapsed as-built pores are in or around class 5. The
remaining pore is isolated in class 4 post-HIPping but returns to class 5 following T6 (shown as a solid
yellow triangle for clarity). This suggests a partial HIPping collapse causing a flattening of shape (plate-like)
and subsequent re-expansion by T6. It is not clear why there is incomplete closure. Kan et al. [19] found that
HIPping could not collapse pores within AlSi10Mg builds exhibiting ~96% densification, which is between
the optimal and extreme low levels studied here. They suggested porosity remained open due to entrapped
argon. This may be the cause of incomplete closure in this case given that the pore exhibits high sphericity
and is indicative of a gas defect, which might be difficult to close depending on the gas solubility [31].
Partial collapse may also be influenced by build direction, as the effectiveness of HIPping on specimens was
found to differ depending on vertical or horizontal building by Larrosa et al. [17]. Interestingly, in the two
identically processed samples we observe a slight increase in very small class 3 pores with HIPping and in
Figure 17b there is the notable appearance of class 1 pores, which also implies partial collapse and shape
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alteration. However, this can only be speculated given the aforementioned uncertainty with very small
features. Despite inability to accurately quantify shape, the presence of very small pores post-treatment is
clear and one can deduce that these are highly spherical in the as-built condition (which agrees with the
distribution) considering a general increase in average sphericity with decreasing pore size (evident in Figure
6) and thus associated with entrapped gas. HIPping may therefore be somewhat ineffective at completely
collapsing very small gas pores.

Figure 17. FC classification of pores in as-built and treated states (figure available in colour online):
P=250W, v=1500mm/s, h=75μm, t=30μm (a/b); P=150W, v=500mm/s, h=45μm, t=30μm (c); P=150W,
v=500mm/s, h=105μm, t=30μm (d)
In Figure 17c, there appears to be incomplete collapse of a large pore that drops into the medium
size category after HIPping but is reopened by T6, yet the shape classification does not change drastically
with the drop in size. This pore was located at the sub-volume boundary and only partly visible within the
analysis, as shown in Figure 18. The equivalent diameter was much larger than all other pores isolated within
treated samples (deq = 346.45μm; 171.91μm inside the sub-volume). In actuality, morphology was not
appreciably altered and the measured change in size is likely to be imprecision in realigning sub-volume
16

boundaries after rescanning. Closure of other pores of regular and irregular shape (with the exception of the
aforementioned small pore) demonstrates the effects of HIPping depend on pore size. This follows nonclosure of interconnected porosity shown previously where gas content or lack of sufficient surrounding
material may render porosity uncollapsible by diffusion and small scale plastic flow mechanisms. In Figure
17c and d, HIPping effectively closed all other pores with deq>50μm scattered across classes 3-5. This
indicates the effects are not sensitive to shape and formation mechanism, which may include oxidation as
shown by Tradowsky et al. [16], although any oxide layers are expected to remain in the treated material.
The shapes of class 3 and 4 pores reopened by T6 resemble those in the as-built state albeit the data points do
not match perfectly, i.e. pores reopen to roughly the as-built shape.

Figure 18. Very large pore (shown in as-built condition) located at sub-volume boundary that was not altered
by treatment (P=150W, v=500mm/s, h=45μm, t=30μm)

4. Conclusions
In the present paper, AlSi10Mg samples were manufactured by LPBF using 30 combinations of laser power,
scanning speed, scan spacing and layer thickness, covering a range of densifications. Samples were scanned
by high resolution XμCT to quantify porosity using an approach based on simplified 3D object classes. A
VED of 222J/mm3 produced the optimal densification (99.78%) but also relatively low densifications (96.74
and 96.61%). A near identical optimum (99.77%) was produced using only 95J/mm3, demonstrating how
VED alone cannot be used to optimise densification.
Processing with 150W at high speeds produced interconnected porosity. Samples processed using
150W at higher VED contained separated pores predominantly formed by lack of fusion and elongated in the
scanning plane irrespective of VED and size. These primarily occupied a cuboid space. For 250 and 350W,
average sphericity increased above a threshold occurring between 26-37J/mm3, indicating a switch in
dominant formation mechanism from poor fusion to gas trapping, and decreased above 222J/mm3 due to
overheating. The proportion of horizontally biased pores was greater in 250 and 350W samples processed at
low VED than at high VED and relative frequency varied with size. Overall, non-equidimensional pores were
more frequently cuboid-like than plate-like in shape. Clear elongation of pores towards the build direction
was infrequent. Instances of notable frequency were due to keyhole instability and melt pool turbulence
(high VED or scanning speeds).
The morphology of interconnected porosity was not altered by heat treatment. HIPping effectively
reduced porosity in high as-built densification samples by fully closing or partially flattening pores in classes
3-5 with deq>50μm. A very large irregular pore (deq=346.45μm) was unaffected, thus indicating sensitivity to
size. HIPping also appeared to be ineffective at closing very small gas pores, although shape could not be
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measured with certainty. T6 caused pores to reopen and resemble their original shape but densification
remained superior to the as-built condition.
Future work will focus on the microstructural behaviour of LPBF-fabricated AlSi10Mg under
tension. The influence of different size and shape of pores on tensile properties will be examined, as well as
how pore morphology changes at incremental stages of loading by in-situ XμCT scanning. The approach
outlined in this paper can be used to study the influence of other processing parameters not investigated here
for brevity and can equally be applied to study other LPBF alloys.
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Appendix A. Sample Processing Parameters
Table A1. Sample LPBF processing parameters
Laser Power,
P (W)
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
250
250
250
250
250*
250*
250
250
250
250
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
350

Scan Speed,
v (mm/s)
500
500
500
500
1500
1500
2500
2500
2500
2500
500
500
1500
1500
1500*
1500*
1500
1500
2500
2500
500
500
500
500
1500
1500
2500
2500
2500
2500

Scan Spacing,
h (μm)
45
45
105
105
75
75
45
45
105
105
75
75
45
45
75*
75*
105
105
75
75
45
45
105
105
75
75
45
45
105
105

Layer Thickness,
t (μm)
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30*
60*
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60
30
60

* – 3x samples fabricated
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Appendix B. Avizo Results
Table A2. As-built sample XμCT results
Sample P-v-h-t
(W-mm/s-μm-μm)
150-500-45-30
150-500-105-30
250-1500-75-60*
250-1500-75-60*
350-500-45-60
250-1500-105-30
250-2500-75-30
250-1500-75-60*
250-1500-75-30+
350-2500-105-30
250-1500-75-30+
350-2500-45-60
350-500-45-30
250-1500-105-60
350-2500-45-30
150-500-45-60
250-1500-45-30
250-1500-75-30+
150-500-105-60
250-1500-45-60
350-2500-105-60
350-1500-75-30
350-1500-75-60
150-1500-75-30
350-500-105-30
250-500-75-30
250-2500-75-60
250-500-75-60
350-500-105-60
150-2500-45-30
150-1500-75-60
150-2500-45-60
150-2500-105-30
150-2500-105-60

VED
(J/mm3)
222.22
95.24
37.04*
37.04*
259.26
52.91
44.44
37.04*
74.07+
44.44
74.07+
51.85
518.52
26.46
103.70
111.11
123.46
74.07+
47.62
61.73
22.22
103.70
51.85
44.44
222.22
222.22
22.22
111.11
111.11
44.44
22.22
22.22
19.05
9.52

Porosity
(%)
0.21
0.23
0.65
0.66
0.71
0.72
0.80
0.81
0.89
0.93
0.96
1.02
1.04
1.10
1.12
1.13
1.19
1.19
1.23
1.24
1.45
1.91
2.37
2.90
3.25
3.39
3.45
4.16
4.44
5.68
10.21
11.59
16.08
31.35

Scanning
Artefacts (%)
0.010
0.004
0.009
0.010
<0.001
0.006
0.007
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.005
0.002
0.002
0.006
<0.001
0.005
0.003
0.011
0.011
0.001
0.025
0.004
0.003
0.015
0.004
0.001
0.008
<0.001
0.001
0.014
0.006
0.035
0.014
0.019

Densification
(%)
99.78
99.77
99.34
99.33
99.29
99.28
99.190
99.186
99.10
99.07
99.03
98.98
98.96
98.90
98.88
98.87
98.81
98.79
98.761
98.758
98.52
98.08
97.63
97.08
96.74
96.61
96.54
95.84
95.56
94.31
89.78
88.37
83.91
68.64

No. of pores
(>1px)
1176
1937
5623
5451
10319
2789
4060
6672
2387
6971
2758
9786
7570
4385
5178
1488
2446
3414
1684
7679
11389
8802
21210
4807
13539
3534
6113
11178
20679
{3207}
{3352}
{2638}
{3570}
{5328}

Max. pore
deq (μm)
171.91
199.83
130.76
118.46
137.2
119.91
111.42
157.83
141.19
134.76
143.61
136.91
234.62
238.08
164.29
295.09
144.42
159.08
325.27
154.47
237.45
136.31
216.25
446.32
239.21
170.24
318.5
169.32
201.13
{630.04}
{1019.13}
{1072.41}
{1197.74}
{1497.44}

*/+ – Identical processing parameters
{} – Porosity interconnected through sub-volume (2.96μm pixel size)

Table A3. Treated sample XμCT results
Sample P-v-h-t
(W-mm/s-μm-μm)
150-500-105-30

250-1500-75-30*

250-1500-75-30*

150-500-45-30

Condition
As-built
HIPped
HIPped + T6’d
As-built
HIPped
HIPped + T6’d
As-built
HIPped
HIPped + T6’d
As-built
HIPped

Porosity
(%)
0.23
<0.01
0.02
0.89
<0.01
0.09
1.19
<0.01
0.07
0.21
0.03

Scanning
Artefacts (%)
0.004
0.013
0.011
0.002
0.009
0.003
0.011
0.014
0.023
0.010
0.030

Densification
(%)
99.77
>99.98
99.97
99.10
>99.98
99.91
98.79
>99.97
99.91
99.78
99.94

No. of pores
(>1px)
1937
107
1083
2387
2082
1173
3414
1392
1209
1176
374

Max. pore
deq (μm)
199.83
48.66
67.97
141.19
24.15
50.38
159.08
77.51
66.05
171.91
140.82
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150-2500-105-30

150-2500-105-60

HIPped + T6’d
As-built
HIPped
HIPped + T6’d
As-built
HIPped
HIPped + T6’d

0.10
16.08
15.26
15.91
31.35
35.98
30.83

0.033
0.014
0.022
0.030
0.019
0.031
0.032

99.87
83.91
84.72
84.06
68.64
63.99
69.14

426
{3570}
{1024}
{1264}
{5328}
{594}
{992}

210.76
{1197.74}
{1177.72}
{1194.07}
{1497.44}
{1568.57}
{1489.92}

* – Identical processing parameters
{} – Porosity interconnected through sub-volume (2.96μm pixel size)
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